
  Tracket Overview  

 

 Transport configuration: 

 Major Components: 

 

  



 Tracket Operation 

 

 STEP 1 

  Instruction 1-A: Place base onto a horizontal stable surface. Clamp racket onto base as 

shown.  Do not overtighten. 

 Instruction 1-B: Identify measurement location with felt marker. For a given racket, use 

same measurement location every time. The measurement location should reside at the 

center of the string bed between the middle two main strings. Generally, a correctly chosen 

measurement location will yield the largest Tracket deflection readings.  Therefore, you may 

confirm a measurement location by taking trial Tracket deflection measurements at 

adjacent locations.  If these adjacent locations yield equal or lower deflection 

measurements, then the chosen location is correct. 

  



 STEP 2 

  Instruction 2-A: Attach Pedestal to string bed: extend Tracket’s probe through test location 

and align center marks with racket’s centerline. Press Pedestal into string bed until it 

latches. 

 

  Instruction 2-B: Ensure probe depth is correctly adjusted: 

 

• Secondary dial reading resides between ~0.025 and ~0.125: 

♦ Probe depth is correctly adjusted.  Proceed to next instruction. 

• Secondary dial reading DOES NOT reside between ~0.025 and ~0.125: 

♦ While keeping Tracket Pedestal latched to the string bed, rotate Pedestal Top with 

respect to Pedestal Base.  Note: If secondary dial reading is too small, Pedestal Top 

should be rotated clockwise; If secondary dial reading is too large, Pedestal Top 

should be rotated counterclockwise. Rotate Pedestal Top until secondary dial 

reading resides between ~0.025 and ~0.125. 

 



 

  Instruction 2-C: Zero gauge: Rotate dial face to align needle with ‘0’ reading. 

 

 Instruction 2-D: Stabilize reading: Apply light downward pressure to Pedestal Base surface a 

few times.   Ensure needle returns to same position after each application of light pressure.  

At this point, if needle aligns with ‘0’ reading, proceed to next instruction. Otherwise, again 

rotate dial face to align needle with ‘0’ reading and then repeat this instruction from the 

beginning. 



 STEP 3 

 Instruction 3-A: Gently place collar onto pedestal as shown. 

 

 Instruction 3-B: Apply light downward pressure to Collar’s top surface a few times.   Ensure 

needle returns to same position after each application of light pressure. 

 

  



 Instruction 3-C: Record measurement to Tracket Cloud.  The Tracket Cloud allows you to 

easily record measurements using your smart-phone or computer. To access the Tracket 

Cloud, go to goldensettennis.com and login to your Golden Set account then click on 

'Tracket Cloud' from the main menu. To get started, you will need to add a few pieces of 

information such as a racket, stringer and string type. Once this is done, you can start 

recording Tracket measurements and restrings. The Tracket Cloud provides analysis tools to 

help you interpret and make decisions based on your recorded data. 


